This paper summarizes the architecture, capabilities, characteristics and uses of the current SPICE ancillary information system, and then outlines plans and ideas for how this system can be extended to meet future space mission requirements.
Introduction
NASA's SPICE' system is used as the mechanism for capturing, archiving and disseminating a variety of ancillary information needed by scientists involved in observation planning, science instrument data analysis, and correlation of data across instruments and missions (see Fig. 1 ). These same data arealso used Q-mission e@ne&plannhg" evaluabg spacecraft-ope"-'€heprhnary -components of SPICE ancillary data are spacecraft trajectory; ephemerides for the target body, Earth and sun, target body size, shape, and orientation, spacecraft orientation, instrument mounting and field-of-view geometry, reference frame specifications, and commands and events associated with the conduct of the mission, as depicted in Fig. 2 .
SPICE is the de facto ancillary data standard for essentially all NASA planetary missions, where it is used during all mission phases--conception through data archival in NASA's Planetary Data System. Additionally, SPICE components are used in support of some sun-earth connection, astrophysics, earth science and space technology demonstration missions. The first official use of SPICE was on the Magellan mission to Venus, and it has been employed on every subsequent planetary mission, save Lunar Orbiter.
The use of SPICE by foreign partners is not restricted by U.S. export regulations. SPICE was ready for use on the ill-fated Russian Mars 96 mission, and it is now being deployed on ESA's Mars Express mission. It might be used on ESA's upcoming Rosetta mission.
Current SPICE System Architecture SPICE encompasses both data files and allied software, Fig 3. SPICE data files contain fundamental data from which numerous quantities of interest can be derived-items such as latitude and longitude, range, smear velocity, lighting angles (phase, incidence, emission), visibility windows, and similar quantities. SPICE files-often called "kernels" -can be easily ported to all popular platforms. Most SPICE files are generated by flight projects, although generic SPICE ephemerides for planets, satellites and some comets and asteroids are also available.
The design of each SPICE kernel provides a great deal of flexibility with regard to the specific kinds of data held in the file, and the way those data are processed. The ephemeris component-called SPK-offers a good example. As depicted in Fig. 4 , the SPK subsystem is comprised of a family of data types. There are currently 15 SPK types in this family; examples are Chebyshev polynomials, two-body theory, Lagrange interpolation of a set of discrete state vectors, and Space Command Twoline elements. Each of these types provides a quite different method of representing an ephemeris, but since each can return a Cartesian state vector at any requested time within the time span covered by the file, all are suitable SPK kernel types.
The SPICE system encompasses a large suite of software-the SPICE Toolkit-consisting primarily of subroutine libraries. The customer incorporates appropriate SPICELIB subroutines into an application program designed to accomplish whatever is needed, Fig. 5 . Having been incorporated in a customer-built application program these subroutines are used to read SPICE files and to compute the derived quantities of most interest the scientist or engineer.
Some of the modules are also used in mission operations applications to produce some of the mission's SPICE files. Production of a spacecraft trajectory or spacecraft attitude history file are prime examples of this usage.
The SPICE software is available in FORTRAN and C. All SPICE system components-software and kernel files-are portable to all the popular computing environments.
Uses of SPICE
While originally focused on science data analysis needs, SPICE has found a multitude of applications in mission design and visualization, spacecraft operations, and even operation of core functions of NASA's Deep SpaceXetwork. Having asingle kind _of syslem usedrepeatedly facilitates-data__ correlation across instruments and missions. It also reduces costs and implementation time while increasing reliability.
SPICE has been applied to landers and rovers, orbiters and fly-by vehicles. It seems it could equally well be used on balloons, airplanes and submersibles.
Planned and Anticipated New Capabilities
The current SPICE architecture was developed for a paradigm centered around local computing. A broadening of this architechire to more fully utilize network-based information system concepts would better serve some customers where quick "answers" are needed. And the addition of new kinds of data and new computations is part of a "continuous improvement" process that helps all who need ancillary information for whatever the purpose.
The NAIF Group has already built and i\presently finishing testing an IDL interface to the C version of SPICE. A similar interface for Matlab has recently been initiated. Some experimentation on Java@ and Excel interfaces has been done and formal offerings of these is anticipated in the future.
Local computation of observation geometry parameters and similar ancillary data items using homemade applications is likely to remain the primary architecture for the immediate future. But the ability to get quick answers to a modest set of pre-determined questions using the web seems a service worth providing. A prototype of such a tool-named GEOCALC, Fig. &has been implemented; NAIF anticipates deploying such a service. This tool has a limited, pre-determined set of computations that it can make. Some flexibility is achieved through allowing the user to select which ancillary data ' (SPICE kernels) to use in making the computations.
A tool such as GEOCALC described above, as well as many other kinds of applications that use ancillary data, would be well served if the source data to be used by the tools were well organized. A "kernels library" mechanism for providing aggregation of related sets of SPICE kernel files-such as for each mission phase-is highly sought by the SPICE user community. Some of the technology needed to deliver this capability has already been added to the SPICE Toolkit, but additional work is needed to complete the envisioned library capability.
GEOCALC is a simple tool utilizing drop-down menus and a rather limited set of computational choices. A more extensive but also less straight forward tool has also been prototyped: the working name is "SPICE Parserflnterpreter." It draws some inheritance from an earlier tool named the Solar System Calculator (SSC) that some NAIF team members are using now. Once fully implemented this tool will provide access to essentially all SPICE computational capabilities without requiring the customer to code (in FORTRAN or C) his or her own application. Rather, using a custom language not unlike used in BASIC, a user can invoke SPICE-based and related computations using simple directives processed one at a time.
In the early days of SPICE almost all SPICE kernel files were made by NAIF and a few other teams at JPL. Today many entities produce SPICE files, and this cadre is growing rapidly. While tutorials are offered and a good deal of data validation (exception handling) is built into SPICE subroutines, it is not too difficult to produce an invalid SPICE kernel, or one that is valid but does not accomplish the customer's intended purpose. NAIF is been building and will continue to build newbetter kernel production tools, but must also provide additional tools that can help validate whatever kernels a user has produced.
Years ago the NAIF Team constructed an observation planning tool for Hubble Space Telescope. This included root-finding computations to determine the epochs of occurrences of transits, occultations, maximum elongations, and similar geometric events. These event determination functions were not added to the core SPICE system; that oversight is now being corrected.
Some new SPICE kernels are in various stages of development. This includes a "sky catalog" kernel. a-tessellated-plate modelkemel for modelingsmall, irregularly-shaped bodies such as asteroids, a terrain kernel, and a control net kernel for use by cartographers.
Orbit visualization tools are increasing popular in both the engineering and science communities. Quite a few such tools are SPICE-enabled to some degree, including Satellite Tool Kit (STK)" from Analytical Graphics Inc. and Satellite Orbit Analysis Program (SOAP) from The Aerospace Corporation. Improving the interfaces of such tools with SPICE capabilities would help many users of the tools.
The NAIF Team provides substantial user-focused documentation about how to use SPICE. Current offerings include a collection of tutorials presented as view graphs. But some customers have recommended having hands-on programming tutorials, and the NAIF Team has begun implementing a series of these.
Possibilities for the Further Evolution of SPICE
The possibilities for extension of SPICE are limitless, as suggested by customer feedback as well as NAIF Team ideas. Here we touch on some of those ideas, spanning all aspects of SPICE: core functionality, implementation and customer support.
Of high interest to customers is the addition of accuracy information to the ephemeris and orientation components (SPK and CK files). But how to do this in a way that is economically viable, correct and truly useful is not entirely obvious.
Addition of a more extensible and flexible instrument modeling mechanism would help both customers and NAIF staff as the geometric aspects of new instruments become more complex. Providing an interface with one or more popular CAD models might help improve existing modest capabilities to compute obscuration and shading.
Addition of flexible and easily used mechanisms for modeling rings, gravity fields, atmosphere, magnetosphere and plasma fields would assist numerous mission design, mission planing and data analysis endeavors. SPICE already includes a unique means (Frames Kernel, or FK) for incorporating new reference frames into this tightly integrated package. This mechanism is not difficult for expert NAIF staffers to use, but the average SPICE customer may find it a bit daunting. Provision of tools to help customers systematically assemble the needed specifications for a new reference frame, and to visually display these frames, was the subject of a customer-initiated proposal to a NASA technology program a few years ago. That proposal did not receive funding, and so the need remains.
Instrument coverage analysis capabilities exist in popular visualization packages. As such it seems adding this functionality to the core SPICE system is not needed, but the question deserves some consideration.
SPICE customers have easy access to JPL's integrated ephemerides for planets and their satellites, and for some comets and asteroids. A mechanism for adding access to similar high-precision integrated ephemerides for "all" of the well known comets and asteroids was outlined several years ago but other priorities precluded working on this. With missions to small bodies continuing to be quite popular, work on this extension to the SPK database is worth consideration.
Customers have proposed that SPICE be re-implemented in a true objected-oriented language such as C++ or Java. Such a major effort seems unlikely for purely economic reasons: obtaining the funds for both development and maintenance of these codes is problematic. (NAIF has committed to its customers to not drop support for the FORTRAN and C versions of SPICE.) The case for providing an object-oriented version of SPICE is not clear since interfaces to SPICE from customer's C++ or Java@ program is possible. Nevertheless the NAIF Team is thinking about if and how this could be accomplished.
Some cus-tomers-of CSPICE have suggested a thread-safe version of this product be made available.
The large quantity of documentation available for SPICE is appreciated by customers, but the challenge of wading through it can be daunting. Providing well designed hyper-links connecting the documents, tutorials and source code would help all customers-especially the newer ones. International Collaboration
SPICE computations are based on mathematical constructs developed around the world and published for tens or even hundreds of years. And the SPICE codes themselves have been published since inception as a necessary aspect of obtaining the community acceptance and broad use needed to make SPICE viable. As space exploration is increasingly based on international collaboration, the data and tools used by scientists and engineers must be easily shared across agencies and borders. At the same time, each space agency must feel comfortable with the tools it uses to conduct mission design and mission operation activities.
The NAIF Team takes a dual approach in contributing to the international space exploration endeavor. Firstly, with NASA and science community backing, NAIF offers and endorses the use of SPICE on any mission where there is interest, whether U.S. based or foreign. The on-going deployment of SPICE in support of Mars Express science teams is a good example of this cooperation. Secondly, also with NASA backing NAIF is participating in the international Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS) efforts to define new ancillary data standards that are independent of any particular nation's software. The CCSDS' Panel 1J has recently defined a new Orbit Data Message for the exchange of spacecraft trajectory data. This "red book" draft standard is expected to become an officially approved "blue book" standard in the very near future. NAIF has designed software to process this standard into the SPICE equivalent SPK file that is used as the ephemeris exchange mechanism internal to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and NASA's Deep Space Network.
The CCSDS Panel 1J is now working on a similar draft standard for spacecraft attitude data and NAIF anticipates building an interface from this to the SPICE equivalent-the CK file. Can pick either planetocentric or planetodetic frame. Figure 6 . GEOCALC: A prototype of a simple www-based tool for computing parameters selected from a fixed set of ancillary
